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Amplify your
testing possibilities
Better diagnostics begins 
with a better sample collection.

Our comprehensive approach 
to preanalytics

Going molecular

Over the last four decades, significant advancements in
molecular biology have stimulated research and
progress in almost all the disciplines of life science,

allowing things unimaginable until a short while ago, such

as retrieving and amplifying Nucleic Acids from a single

cell or bacteria, recognizing single nucleotide mutations,

or performing population-wide genomic studies. As these

technologies became available, molecular biology led to
new opportunities and challenges for clinicians,

including microbiologists.

Background

What's the Copan solution for
Molecular Biology?

Media

UniVerse®

Collection devices

Sample preparation
eNAT®, MSwab®, UTM®, FecalSwab®

LolliSponge™, Self-UriSponge™, 
hDNAfree FLOQSwabs®, FLOQSwabs®

Evolution

From PCR to Next-Gen Sequencing
Molecular biology has had a tremendous impact on life sciences1. From the rise
of DNA sequencing methods in the 1980s – sparked by the invention of the
Polymerase Chain Reaction by the Nobel prize-winner Kary Mullins in 1983 –
new technologies proliferated, improving existing techniques or developing
new approaches which allowed to generate information more quickly and
precisely compared to existing methods. 

After these pioneer years, molecular diagnostics now entered adulthood,
expanding from specific fields or reference centers to virtually every lab in
every environment. RT-PCR, Next-Gen-Sequencing, cloning, mutagenesis, and
gene therapy are just some of the most notorious methodologies available today
to clinicians and researchers to discover primeval biological mechanisms or help
humanity to fight future health threats.

Sample collection

The importance of a proper sample collection
Even the most advanced molecular biology analyses are preceded –
and thus a ected – by sample collection and preparation. Since
accuracy is crucial when performing these methodologies due to
their extreme sensitivity and high throughput, it is shocking that while
molecular biology has made great strides in the last decades, many
laboratories still rely on unstandardized sample collection methods
or process samples manually. Copan gives to molecular biology the
sample collection and processing it deserves.



Preserves nucleic acids 4 weeks RT or 6 month at -20 °C

Virus and bacteria infectivity Inactivation within 30 minutes

Preserves nucleic acids up to 14 days at RT or 21 day refrigerated

Suitable for direct amplification and culture of virus and selected bacteria

MSwab® offers the possibility of collecting, transporting, and eluting the
sample in the same tube without further manipulation; it is suitable 
for crude rapid direct nucleic acid heat extraction and culture backup of
viruses and selected bacteria. In addition, MSwab® represents a non-
flammable alternative to alcohol-based media12, safe to transport, and
economically convenient. A true all-around pre-analytical device designed
for optimized compatibility with molecular platforms13-17 MSwab® is
available in bulk, paired with FLOQSwabs®, or as a 500ml bottle for use
with UniVerse®.

eNAT® is our medium designed for viral and bacterial nucleic acids
collection and preservation. Containing guanidine-thiocyanate, eNAT®
lyses cells and virus particles, removing the sample's infectivity and
bacterial proliferation and preserving RNA and DNA integrity2-11. eNAT®
allows long-term sample storage for up to four weeks at RT or six months
at -20°C by denaturing proteins - including nucleases - in only 30 minutes.
It is the media of choice of many diagnostics kits, fully validated and
included in their IFU. 

eNAT®

MSwab®

Nucleic acid collection and preservation medium

Specimen Collection and Preservation Optimized for
Molecular and Culture Applications

UTM®

FecalSwab®

Collection, transport, and virus storage medium 

Collection, Transport & Preservation System of Feces and
Rectal Swabs for Enteric Pathogens

UTM® is our Universal collection and Transport Medium suitable for
collecting, transporting, and long-term freeze storage of viruses,
chlamydia, mycoplasma, and ureaplasma. Preserving viability for 48

hours at room temperature, UTM® is compatible with viral culture,
antigen detection, and molecular assays22-25. This versatility made

UTM® one of our most popular products. Like eNAT®, UTM® is the media

of choice of many diagnostics kits – from respiratory to STI - fully

validated and included in their IFU. 

If you are investigating gastrointestinal tract pathogens, FecalSwab® is the

product to use. Compatible with both stool and rectal swabs, FecalSwab®

showed better preserving properties at di erent storage conditions than

traditional media and dry containers18,19. Moreover, it is validated for
bacterial culture and molecular-based assays20*, and if you are a lucky

WASP® owner, you can process FecalSwab® samples with it21.

The gold standard for viruses

Designed for enteric pathogens

Improves fecal sample collection, transport, and processing

Choose by the major IVD manufacturer for respiratory assays

LolliSponge™

The sponge-made device for saliva collection

LolliSponge™ can be used to collect saliva when professional assistance is
not available. Its key feature is the easy sampling, performed just by 

keeping the dry sponge stick in the mouth for a few minutes. After collection,

the sponge is placed in the tube and transported to the lab, where it can be

centrifuged and tested with molecular diagnostic assays. Conceived 

during the COVID-19 pandemic, LolliSponge™ allowed the surveillance and

the early detection of SARS-CoV-2 by RT-PCR26.

Non invasive device for pure saliva collection

Sample preservation for up to 3 days at room temperature

Self-UriSponge™ redefines urine self-collection, o ering unpaired handling
easiness and downstream assay performance. The sponge absorbs the
correct amount of first-void urine sample without risk and discomfort27,
while the leak-proof tube ensures safe handling and shipment. In addition,
thanks to the preservatives and its dry formula, Self UriSponge™ allows the
shipment of urine samples from remote areas without aecting the
results27,28. Fitting the main molecular platforms, the performance of the
UriSponge™ is comparable with the testing of neat first-catch urine
specimens28.

Combining any transport media with our patented

FLOQSwabs® expands testing possibilities by
ensuring an unmatched specimen collection in many

anatomical sites. Discover why we call them 

"the perfect collection device" on the dedicated

brochure.

Self-UriSponge™

hDNAfreeFLOQSwabs®

Innovative sponge system for urine self-collection

Non-invasive, Safe, and Painless DNA collection devices
for Genetic applications

hDNAfreeFLOQSwabs® is a product line dedicated to DNA collection for 

genetic applications29,30, which brings FLOQSwabs® advantages into the
genetics field. Free of amplifiable human DNA and detectable DNase and

RNase, hDNAFLOQSwabs® are non-invasive, painless, and cost-e ective

alternatives to blood samples collected using hypodermic needles31. 

In selected product codes, the active drying system dries the sample inside
the tube, enabling 12 months of DNA stability at room temperature, and

their easiness to use improves the adoption percentage for genetic screenings,

such as HLA typing, food intolerances, and ancestry testing. 

Free of amplifiable human DNA, DNase and RNase free

DNA stability up to 1 week at RT or 3 weeks refrigerated

Compact and leak-proof device for safe and cost-effective shipment

FLOQSwabs® average DNA yield is five times higher than Rayon swabs

The perfect match
FLOQSwabs® 
Inside

Sample collection UniVerse®

The answer to lab challenges and
bottlenecks

UniVerse® is our flexible solution for sample preparation, of which any minor

improvement is the quickest and easiest way to optimize the e ciency and

reliability of every methodology. Designed to streamline sample handling,
elution, and preanalytic manipulation before any molecular biology
analysis, UniVerse® is compatible with our Liquid-Based Microbiology

collection and transport devices. Moreover, a rapidly expanding set of
modules guarantees compatibility with third-party tubes and various
downstream molecular platforms.

Expedite your workflow

Flexible and open solution for molecular testing 
sample preparation
UniVerse® completely automates samples' preparation for molecular testing,

such as tube decapping and recapping, the addition of an elution media,
barcode identification, and liquid transfer to secondary tubes or 96-well
plates. With its four operational modes and three independent robotic arms,

UniVerse® handles 130 tubes/hour or 220 96-well plate samples/hour,

integrating impeccably into your molecular biology lab's workflow.

Combining any transport media with our patented FLOQSwabs® expands testing

possibilities by ensuring an unmatched specimen Molecular biology enabled the

development of breakthrough solutions that significantly improved the life quality of

countless individuals, revolutionizing diagnosis, treatment, drug design, and
research. However, this is just the beginning: although molecular diagnostics is
already an integral part of traditional laboratories in many fields, its broader

spread in novel clinical applications will provide better testing for old and new

diseases.

Conclusions and future

Diagnostics of the near future
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